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Overnight Trip to Mount Moses and
St.Catherine Monastery from Cairo

 Type  Run  Duration  Pick up

Private sunday 18 Hours 16:00

Mount Sinai and St. Catherine's Monastery from Cairo and follow in the footsteps of Moses to see
where he received the 10 Commandments. Get stunning views of the Sinai Desert at sunrise from
the top of Mount Sinai just at one day from Cairo.

 Inclusions:  Exclusions:

► Pick-up/drop-off services
from/to your hotel in Cairo
► All transfers by a modern air-
conditioned vehicle
►Entrance fees
►Breakfast and Drinks
►Private transfer from Sharm
to Cairo
►Private Tour guide

► Personal expenses
► Tipping Kitty
►Dinner
► Lunch

Itinerary:

Book your trip to Mount Sinai and  St. Catherine's Monastery from
Cairo and follow in the footsteps of Moses to see where he received the
10 Commandments for a memorable experience and watching the
sunrise from its holy peak. You’ll travel in air-conditioned comfort with a
personal Egyptologist guide.
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 Days Table

First Day :Trip to Mount Sinai and St. Catherine's Monastery from Cairo

You will be picked up from your Hotel in Cairo by aprivate car and
then drive to St.Catherine you will arrive after around 6 Hours.

A light lunch will be served on the way

upon arrival you will check in a hotel to relax the you will have your
dinner and spend the night there 

at about 2:00 am in the early morning you will be taken from your
hotel and the you will meet your guide who will assist you to climb
Mount Sinai 

Mount Sinia:

Is the Mount where Moses received the 10 Commandments .

Get stunning views of the Sinai Desert at sunrise from the top of
Mount Sinai

you will be down the mountain about 7:00 am the you will be
transferd to  St.Catherine's Monastery

which is considered one of the most famous monasteries in the
world. The monastery was dedicated to one of Alexander’s rulers,
St Catherine, who was tortured to death for the sake of her new
faith.

Book a private nighttime hike that's timed to catch the sunrise from
the heights of Mt. Sinai. You'll see the sun's first rays sweep the
landscape as you walk high up the mountain, on a route that takes
in a visit to St. Catherine's Monastery, too. Your entrance ticket
and a guided tour of the UNESCO-listed monastery are part of the
package.

the drive back to Cairo arrive about 2:00 pm .
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Price:

  ($) 250 

  ( €) 237  

  (£) 222  

 Spechial Offer For Groups And Childeren (Below 12 ) 50% Discount 

 Book Now
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